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Preview

 NeRFLiX is a general NeRF-agnostic restorer that is capable of improving view synthesis quality.

 NeRF models typically require (1) accurate camera poses, (2) complex inverse rendering systems, (3) illumination 
and material calibration, and (4) disentanglement of geometry and appearance to synthesize high-quality novel 
views. 

 While being free of solving these challenges, NeRFLiX can directly enhance the NeRF’s rendering quality by 
learning a degradation-driven inter-viewpoint mixer .

TensoRF TensoRF + NeRFLiX RegNeRF RegNeRF + NeRFLiX 



Key Ideas: 

 We propose a practical NeRF-style degradation simulator (called NDS) to model the NeRF-rendered artifacts 
and construct large-scale paired training data, enabling the possibility of effectively removing NeRF-native 
rendering artifacts for deep image/video restorers.

 Taking advantage of the simulated training data, we further develop a hybrid recurrent inter-viewpoint mixer 
(IVM) to fuse high-quality contents from reference views (the training photos of NeRFs) and eliminate NeRF-
rendered degradations/artifacts.

Introduction



Method

 We utilized NDS to generate a large-scale training dataset. By leveraging the large-scale paired samples 
constructed by NDS, we trained IVM to eliminate NeRF-style artifacts and aggregate noise-free contents from 
reference views, resulting in a significant enhancement of NeRF-rendered views.

NeRFLiX Pipeline



Method

 Splatted Gaussian noise:

 Re-positioning:

 Anisotropic blur:

NeRF-style degradation simulator (NDS)



Method

 Region adaptive strategy:

NeRF-style degradation simulator (NDS)

Some visualized region-adaptive masks



Method

NeRF-style degradation simulator (NDS)

 NDS pipeline

A visual example of real and simulated rendered views



Method

  Image restoration approaches have limited enhancement ability solely dependent on the degraded views.
  Video restoration models cannot effectively handle the distinct viewpoint changes between an input view   
 and its two reference views. 

Existing image/video restoration methods

Inter-viewpoint mixer (IVM)
  hybrid pixel-wise and patch-wise aggregation to effective inter-viewpoint fusion..
  iterative aggregation to further improve the inter-viewpoint fusion accuracy.  



Experiments

Datasets

 Training Sets:

• Viemo 90K

• LLFF-T(raing)

 Testing Sets:

• LLFF

• Tanks and Temples

• Noisy LLFF Synthetic
 Evaluation Metrics:

• PSNR

• SSIM

• LPISP

Clean 
Sequences
collection

Paired Data 
Simulation by 

NDS

IVM Training

Viemo 90K LLFF-T

NDS

   

IVM Inference



Ablation Study
(1) Statically evaluation of BSR and ours proposed NDS

(2) Impact of each presented degradation case in NDS

Quantitative comparison between our NDS and 
BSR. We draw the normalized differences between the 
simulated images of the two degradation methods and the 
real NeRF-rendered images. The smaller values, the 
better results are.

Table 1.  Influences of different degradations used in our NeRF-
style degradation simulator. “SGN” and “RA” are shorted for 
splatted Gaussian noise and region-adaptive schemes and 
“A-Blur” refers to anisotropic Gaussian blur.



Ablation Study

(4) NDS enbales the resotration ability of existing image/video resotration methods for NeRF-render 
images.

 Table 3. Quantitative results of the improvements using existing 
image/video processing models trained on our simulated dataset

Table 2. Comparison of our NDS and the BSR degradation models

(3) Quantitative comparison between BSR and NDS

*We use subscripts N, B, to represent the models trained with our 
NDS dataset and BSR, respectively



Ablation Study
(5) Effects of our proposed IVM

(6) View selection strategy

 Both the pixel-wise and patch-wise aggregations 
contribute to the final results.

 More iterations, higher performance.

Our proposed view selection strategy can identify the two 
reference views that are most overlapped with the input 
(test) view.

Table 5. Ablation studies of our view selection 
strategy.

Table 4. Ablation studies of hybrid inter-viewpoint aggregation
module. The running time is tested with an input size of 256×256



Experiments

Quantitative analysis of our NeRFLiX 

 Improvement over TensoRF and DIVeR on Tanks and Temples  Improvement over TensoRF and Plenoxels on Noisy LLFF Synthetic

Quantitative results on the LLFF under LLFF-P1. Quantitative results on the LLFF under LLFF-P2.

*We adopt 1008 × 756 resolution for LLFF-P1 and 504 × 376 resolution for LLFF-P2



Experiments

Training Acceleration for NeRF Models 

Fewer training epoches, but better performance.



Visualization



Visualization



Visualization



Video Demo-3



Summary
 NeRFLiX has the following advantages

  not require accurate camera poses.

  regardless of building complicated inverse rendering systems to regress object materials, and environment 
illumination.

  no re-training costs and can directly enhance all NeRF-rendered results significantly.

 Acclerate the training phases of SOTA NeRF models, while also enhancing the rendering quality.



Thank You!
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